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Autism and ultraconserved non-coding sequence on
chromosome 7q
Esther Richler, Jennifer G. Reichert, Joseph D. Buxbaum and
Lynne Alison McInnes

Objective Autism has been linked to a broad region on

chromosome 7q that contains a large number of genes

involved in transcription and development. This region is

also enriched for ultraconserved non-coding elements,

defined as human–rodent sequences that are 100%

aligned over Z200 base pairs, which have a high

likelihood of being functional. Therefore, as only a few

rare coding variants have been detected in the autism

candidate genes on 7q examined to date, we decided to

screen these ultraconserved elements for possible autism

susceptibility alleles.

Methods We used denaturing high-performance liquid

chromatography, and DNA sequencing, to perform variant

detection in a total of 146 cases with autism, 96 from the

Autism Genetic Resource Exchange and 50 from the

Central Valley of Costa Rica, as well as 124 controls from

the Polymorphism Discovery Resource Panel. We screened

10 consecutive ultraconserved elements in, or flanking, the

genes DLX5/6, AUTS2 and FOXP2 on chromosome 7q.

Results Although we did find several rare variants in

autism cases that were not present in controls, we also

observed rare variants present in controls and not cases.

The most common variant occurred in controls at a

frequency of 3.3%. Interestingly, two ultraconserved

elements each harbored three independent variants and

one ultraconserved element harbored two independent

variants, suggesting that ultraconservation is maintained

chiefly by a decreased tendency toward fixation, rather than

a significantly lower mutation rate.

Conclusions Our results show that these sequences

are unlikely to harbor major autism susceptibility alleles.
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Introduction
Autism is a complex genetic disorder characterized by

deficits in verbal and non-verbal communication as well

as impaired socialization and persistent repetitive beha-

viors. Convergent findings from several independent

genome-wide linkage studies of autism, as well as

follow-up studies in expanded samples, show evidence

of linkage to autism in overlapping regions covering 7q21–

7q34 (Folstein and Rosen-Sheidley, 2001). Additionally,

multiple chromosomal abnormalities interrupting chro-

mosome 7q have been identified in cases with autism or

autistic features (The Autism Chromosome Rearrange-

ment Database http://projects.tcag.ca/autism/) although

no coding mutations were found in either of the two

genes disrupted by breakpoints, AUTS2 at 7q11.2

(Sultana et al., 2002) and ST7 at 7q31 (Vincent et al.,
2000), in the small number of cases screened.

The coding sequence of several other excellent candidate

genes in the chromosome 7 linkage region have been

screened for mutations by various groups. Although

common variants have not been found, a small number

of rare non-synonymous variants that could be true

susceptibility alleles have been identified in WNT2

(Wassink et al., 2001), CPA1 and CPA5 (Bonora et al.,
2002), RELN (Bonora et al., 2003), LAMB1, CUTL1 and

PTPRZ1 (Bonora et al., 2005) and the DLX5/6 bigene pair

(John L. Rubenstein, unpublished data). The DLX5/6

gene pair findings are especially interesting as these genes

have also been implicated in Rett syndrome (Horike et al.,
2005). For example, methyl-CpG binding protein

2 (Mecp2) is thought to bind a silent chromatin loop

structure associated with the DLX5/6 genes to regulate

their expression, and DLX5 appears to lose its maternal

imprinting status in Mecp2 knock-out mice (Horike et al.,
2005).

Another candidate gene in the chromosome 7 autism

linkage region, FOXP2, has been intensively investigated

as it is responsible for a severe speech and language
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phenotype (Lai et al., 2001) and a nonsense mutation in

exon 7 was recently discovered in two affected siblings

with verbal dyspraxia (Macdermot et al., 2005). No

unequivocal disease mutations, however, have been

identified in multiple different screens utilizing a

combined total of 308 individual cases of autism and a

greater number of controls (Newbury et al., 2002; Wassink

et al., 2002; Gauthier et al., 2003; Li et al., 2005). In fact,

little variation has been observed in the coding sequence

of candidate genes for the major psychiatric disorders

studied to date, so it is very possible that at least some

common disease susceptibility alleles lie in the non-

coding sequence. Therefore, we examined comparative

genomic strategies to identify novel regulatory elements

in the chromosome 7q region linked to autism.

Comparative genomics is widely used to identify

unknown functional elements in the genome on the

basis of the theory that DNA sequence important for an

organism is likely to evolve less rapidly than a non-

functional sequence (Kimura, 1983). Initially, a human–

mouse conservation threshold of 70% sequence identity

over at least 100 base pairs was arbitrarily used to screen

for potential regulatory sequences; however, there are

B1.3 million such sequences in the human genome and

many of these likely represent neutrally evolving DNA

(Ovcharenko et al., 2004). Therefore, to increase the

likelihood of finding a functional non-coding sequence

while reducing the number of spurious elements,

investigators have utilized more evolutionarily distant

species for comparison, such as the pufferfish Fugu
Rubripes (Woolfe et al., 2005), or have increased the

stringency of human–rodent alignments (Bejerano et al.,
2004). For instance, the former group performed a whole

human–Fugu genome comparison and identified 1400

conserved non-coding elements, many of which overlap

with 21 experimentally verified transcription enhancers

in or near genes involved in development (listed in

Ovcharenko et al., 2004).

On the other hand, Bejerano et al. (2004) ranked and

filtered human, mouse and rat alignments, from genomic

regions exhibiting synteny between these species, by the

extent of uninterrupted identity over Z 200 base

pairs and found 481 such ultraconserved (UC) elements.

Two hundred and fifty-six of these are non-coding,

either intronic (n = 100) or intergenic. A table of

these UC sequences can be found in their supplementary

data (http://www.cse.ucsc.edu/Bjill/ultra.html). These

human–rodent UC elements are also not randomly

distributed. The non-coding UC elements tend to

cluster near genes involved with transcription and

development, and are enriched in regions linked to

autism on chromosomes 7q, 2q and X. This is not

surprising in that autism is a neurodevelopmental

disorder and might well be associated with genes

influencing brain development.

Although one might expect to find only rare variants in

UC elements, the relationship between the strength of

sequence conservation and natural selection is not

straightforward. For instance, a recent study demon-

strated a genome-wide relaxation of selective constraint

in the primate lineage, which may have resulted from a

reduced effective population size in comparison with

rodents (Kryukov et al., 2005). Additionally, this effect

was most prominent in conserved non-coding sequence,

as opposed to protein coding sequence, and the authors

suggest that this is because relatively weaker selection is

operating on the former. To our knowledge, no reports of

systematic variation detection in UC elements have yet

been published; however, we reviewed all the UC

elements using the RefSeq track of the UCSC genome

annotation database (Kent et al., 2002) Human Genome

May 2004 (hg17) assembly and found variants in 19, some

of which are highly polymorphic with the frequency of

the minor allele ranging up to 0.488. Therefore, as it was

at least theoretically possible that we might find an allele

associated with autism in Z 5% of our sample, and

because UC elements are highly likely to be functional,

we chose to screen 10 consecutive non-coding UC

elements distributed across AUTS2 (UC218–219), the

DLX5/6 bigene pair (UC220–221) and FOXP2 (UC222–

227) for alleles associated with autism. Notably, UC221

overlaps a known enhancer that regulates the expression

of the DLX5/6 homeobox genes in the ventral forebrain

(Zerucha et al., 2000).

Methods
Study population

We examined 96 unrelated autism cases, all members of

multiplex families, from the Autism Genetic Resource

Exchange (AGRE; http://www.agre.org) and 50 cases,

related by no fewer than six generations, from a

genetically isolated founder population in the Central

Valley of Costa Rica (CVCR) (McInnes et al., 2005).

Written, informed consent was obtained from all study

participants and participating family members. Collection

and use of the Costa Rican samples was approved by the

Bioethics Committee at the Hospital Nacional de Ninos.

We used 124 Caucasians from the Polymorphism Dis-

covery Resource Panel (Collins et al., 1998) to examine

the extent of normal genetic variation in these amplicons.

We did not have controls for the Costa Rican population

at the time, but screened these samples in case we found

variants that might be shared by individuals with distant

common ancestors, lending support for the association of

the variant with autism.

Power to detect variants at a frequency of 1 or 5%

The probability of detecting a variant with allele

frequency p in a sample of n individuals was calculated

as 1 – (1 – p)2n. Power to detect a variant with a frequency

of 0.05 in both the 124 control individuals and the 96

AGRE cases was B100% while power to detect a
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variant with a frequency of 0.01 was 92 and 85%,

respectively.

Denaturing high-performance liquid chromatography

Primers to UC regions were designed using primer3

software (Rozen and Skaletsky, 2000). The melting

temperature profile of the primers was determined using

Transgenomic Navigator software, and GC clamps were

added as needed. Genomic DNA was amplified using

Hotstar Taq (Qiagen, Valencia, California, USA) and a

touchdown polymerase chain reaction protocol.

AUTS2 UC218 L – cttgttgtgaaacactagctctaatac R –

cacatgacaatcaaaaccatgac

AUTS2 UC219 L – cccatttttaaatcatgcacag R – aacaca-

cagtaatgaatcaggagaa

DLX5 UC220 L – ttccacctcccaaaataaacc R – cgaatcgttg-

gaggactgac

DLX5 UC221A L – tcgcattgttacattaggaaaa R – GTAT-

TAAAAGTGGAAGAAAATTACAGG

DLX5 UC221B L – cgcccgccgcCATTCTCTTAAATG-

CAGCCATAA R – taattcagcaaagccccact

FOXP2 UC222 L – ATAGGGATTTGTGCTG-

GAATGT R – TTTAGAGGAAACAAAAGGCAAAA

FOXP2 UC223 L – AAACTCCAGTGGT-

TATCTGTTTTTG R – CCACAGAATCTTGCC-

GAAGT

FOXP2 UC224 L – GTAAGGAGGCCTAATTGAGC-

TATG R – CACAAGATTGCATTTTCTCTTCC

FOXP2 H-M L – tttgcattcaatcctttcaca R – aataaaaatta-

caattacagccatctt

FOXP2 UC225 L – CACTTGGCCTGACATATA-

GAGTTG R – TCAGGCATGAAATGGTCATAAGT

FOXP2 CNE_A L – tcccataaatgcacagattcc R – atgcct-

gagcagaggaaaag

FOXP2 UC226 L – ATAGCAGTCCAAAAATCGTGTG

R – GTGACTCCAATTGAAGGTGTTG

FOXP2 CNE_B L – gcaattcaaccaccattcct R –

tttcactgctctccaaaacaaa

FOXP2 UC227 L – GACAGAATAATTGTCTCA-

TAAATCCA R – CAGATATCGCTAGTTCCAAAGG

Denaturing high-performance liquid chromatography

analysis was performed using the WAVE Nucleic Acid

Fragment Analysis System (Transgenomics, San Diego,

California, USA) according to the manufacturer’s proto-

col. Samples showing a deviant elution profile were

directly sequenced using the ABI PRISM BigDye system

(Foster City, California, USA) and either an ABI 377 or an

ABI 3700 automated sequencer.

Results and discussion
Although we did find several variants in autism cases that

were not present in controls, we also observed variants

present in controls and not in cases. Moreover, all variants

detected were rare and the most common variant

occurred in controls (UC226) at a frequency of 3.3%.

Table 1 summarizes our results. We found 13 novel

independent variants in seven UC elements; two

elements had three variants and one element had two

variants. The variant in UC218 that was present in an

individual from all three samples may be de novo in the

CVCR case, although we cannot rule out a non-paternity

that escaped us. Variants in the UC elements did

not appear to be correlated with their position in the

element (within 20 base pairs of the ends) or the depth

of conservation of the element. For completeness, we

also screened three non-coding elements within

FOXP2 conserved at 100% between the human and the

mouse (but not rat) for Z 200 base pairs. Two of these

were human–Fugu conserved non-coding elements

(CNE_A and CNE_B) previously defined by Woolfe

et al. (2005) and had no variants. We found one variant

in an AGRE case, but not the affected sibling, in the

third 356 base pair human–mouse element within

FOXP2.

Despite lack of evidence for an association with autism,

the variants in UC221 and UC226 are of theoretical

interest for students of population genetics and compara-

tive genomics. The UC221 element, harboring three

variants, overlaps an enhancer governing transcription of

the DLX5/6 gene pair and the edges of two mutually

alternatively spliced exons of a brain-expressed hypothe-

tical protein FLJ34048 coded for on the opposite strand.

The positions of the three variants are highlighted

in Fig. 1. Two minimal seven nucleotide motifs conserved

with zebrafish, 156i and 156ii, are necessary for

protein binding and functional activity (Zerucha et al.,
2000). A single-nucleotide substitution in either binding

site greatly reduces transcription in transient trans-

fection assays, although the first sequence, 156i, is

responsible for most of this activity. The same targeted

point mutation in the first binding site (nucleotide 4 of 7)

also increases non-specific protein binding in a gel

mobility shift assay while mutations in both sites

abolish protein binding. The variant that we ob-

served in the AGRE case lies in nucleotide 1 of the first
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seven-nucleotide sequence element and might be

expected to alter function. Even if it did alter function,

however, if these genes are imprinted in human brain

as suggested by Horike et al. (2005), there might be

no phenotypic effect because the variant is inherited

from the father. Speculation regarding the phenotypic

impact aside, identification of three rare variants in

this element, and in UC226, suggests that ultra-

conservation is maintained chiefly by a decreased tendency

toward fixation, rather than a significantly lower

mutation rate, consistent with the model discussed

above.

Table 1 Summary of variant detection in UC elements

UC element Length (base
pairs)

Variant CVCR
(n = 50)

AGRE (n = 96) DPR (n = 124) DPR total (n) Conserved with
Fugu (%/base pairs)

Transmission

AUTS2

UC218 286 47 A/G 1 1 1 150 61/273 De novo in CVCR?
UC219 210 7 C/T 0 0 1 148 0

61 T/G 1 0 1

DLX6/5

UC220 394 221 A/G 2 0 1 147 47/257
UC221 501 61 C/G 0 0 (1) 126 0

129 A/G 0 1 0 Paternal; not in affected
sib

156 C/T 1 0 0 Paternal

FOXP2

UC222 201 159 A/C 1 0 1 146 84/201

UC223 268 148 C/T 0 0 1 124 87/267

UC224 295 253 A/G 1 0 0 150 0 Not maternal; father not
available

H–Ma 100% 356 202 G/A 0 1 0 124 Maternal; not in affected
sib

UC225 201 — 0 0 0 138 69/201
+ 28 A/G 0 1 0 Maternal; shared by

both affected sibs
CNE_Ab 222 — 0 0 0 140 95/192
UC226 205 65 C/T 1 0 0 150 60/127 Maternal

69 C/A 1 1 5
121 T/A 0 0 1

CNE_Bc 244 — 0 0 0 138 90.4/196
UC227 231 — 0 0 0 124 71/231

The variant column notes the nature of the variant and its position in the UC element. The CVCR, AGRE and DPR columns contain the number of variants found in the
cases of autism from Costa Rica, the AGRE consortium and the first n = 124 DPR controls, respectively. DPR total indicates the total number of DPR samples screened
for that UC, although only one variant in UC221 (61 C/G) was found in cases numbered above 124 (DPR DNA was limiting so we could not amplify all 150 DPR samples
for every UC). The Fugu column gives the percentage conservation of the UC element with Fugu over the number of base pairs conserved. The transmission column gives
details regarding the parental origin of the variant, if the parents were available, and transmission to affected sibs. UC, ultraconserved; CVCR, Central Valley of Costa
Rica; AGRE, Autism Genetic Resource Exchange; DPR, Polymorphism Discovery Resource Panel.
aH–M (chr7:113,665,296–113,665,651) indicates that the element is 100% conserved in the human and mouse, but not rat, in this case for 356 base pairs.
bCNE A (chr7:113,736,786–113,737,007).
cCNE B (chr7:113,856,310–113,856,553) are not UCs as they are 100% conserved in the mouse and human, but not rat. As they overlap with highly conserved
human–Fugu CNEs (Woolfe et al., 2005), however, we considered them likely to harbor regulatory sequence and included these two non-UC elements in our screen. The
bold UC elements contain variants at bases that are conserved down to Fugu.

Fig. 1

UC 221 overlapping the DLX5/6 enhancer. Bold sequences represent DLX protein binding sites 156i and 156ii (Zerucha et al., 2000). Underlined
nucleotides are conserved with zebrafish. This element is not conserved with Fugu. The first highlighted ‘C’ is in coding sequence on the opposite
strand and is changed to a ‘G’ in a Polymorphism Discovery Resource Panel case. The second highlighted ‘A’ is changed to a ‘G’ in an autism case
from the AGRE sample and lies in the first nucleotide of the 156i protein binding site. This variant is present in an unaffected father but not in an
affected sibling and unaffected mother. The third highlighted, paternally inherited ‘C’ is changed to a ‘T’ in an autism case from Costa Rica. Multiple
spliced ESTs support the existence of two alternatively spliced exons on the opposite strand (flanked by brackets).
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In summary, we did not find variants unequivocally

predisposing to autism in any of the 10 consecutive non-

coding UC elements lying within or adjacent to candidate

genes for autism on chromosome 7q. Further studies are

needed to explore the extent, and functional impact, of

variation in UC non-coding elements in relationship to

either common or rare diseases.
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